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The Plume
communications network

‘Modern, actionable
and translatable.’

Images
- Overall communications network
identifier The Plume
- E xpanded Plume identifiers for each
section of the communications network

Mixing it up at Hershey

When the lovely team at Hershey approached us to help them
breathe life and personality into their expanding set of internal
communications channels, we leapt at the chance! Rumours
we were being paid in chocolate were sadly unfounded.

Quality ingredients

Just like chocolate, Hershey recognises that people consume
information in different ways. Variety is vital. They wanted
to help colleagues find the right channels for them, and
make the content across their channels more consistent
– the same news just sliced differently depending on the
format. They also wanted to mix up business messages
with employee-generated content via comments, blogs and
articles. The idea was to encourage employees to share their
views on business stories, to give insight into their working
worlds and contribute their voices to the Hershey story.
We planned and delivered a campaign designed to rebrand
existing channels, launch new ones and foster a culture of
inclusive two-way communication.
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It’s 6am,
it’s Monday,
and there’s
no time to
snooze...
Whilst I can’t promise to untag you from
all those ‘fun’ pictures from the weekend,
I will deliver the essentials for the week,
all in one mini power packed podcast
that’ll kick some ‘safe for work’ fun
into your week. BOOM!

i’m the POD
A Monday morning double
espresso-to-go for your ears.

The Plume
communications network

‘I really like the
new way the news
is being presented.’

Strong flavours

We loved unleashing our Homie style on Hershey’s expanding
communications network.
The creative treatment was warm and friendly, with bags
of character and humour. Hershey’s iconic plume was rightly
front and centre. Each channel was given a name that reflected
the type of content and style of communication the employee
would encounter. The Daily Crunch provides fresh news every
morning, Homemade is the local, sociable, talk of the town.

Our strapline:

‘Starting great conversations’
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- The Pod full length poster
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DIVERSE
collaborative
relevant
I’M
THE Plume...

It’s said
variety is the
spice of life...
Well, if that’s the case, I’m a multipack of
communications with a lot of heat! Sometimes
being restricted to just one thing is, well, just
boring. Let me awaken your senses with the best
news and stories from Hershey. I’m all shapes and
sizes, and I promise to fit perfectly into your day.
Now that’s what I call hot stuff!

COMPACT
FUN
ON-THE-GO
I’M
THE POD...

AND I’VE ALWAYS
GOT SOMETING
TO SHARE.

AND I make
sure not every
Monday is manic.

midweek
brief
opinionated
I’M
THE NUGGET...

LOCAL
SOCIABLE
NEIGHBORLY
I’M
Homemade...

So by now you’re probably looking at cat pictures
on the internet. If you are still with me, I applaud
your staying power, and I’ll give you the Hershey
take on all that matters, every Wednesday morning.

The Plume
communications network

I’ve got the talk
of the town...
My finger is on the pulse of all the local news
and events, shared to your inbox every two
weeks. I’m everything from wellness classes,
local concerts and sporting events, through
to café menus and facilities updates. Just call
me your little black book - I’ve got your social
life covered!
I’m Homemade
Keeping news neighborly.

i’m the nugget
News you can use.
AND I give you
a taste of what
matters most.

Whilst I can’t promise to untag you from all
those ‘fun’ pictures from the weekend, I will deliver
the essentials for the week, all in one mini power
packed podcast that’ll kick some ‘safe for work’
fun into your week. BOOM!
i’m the Pod
A Monday morning double
espresso-to-go for your ears.

i’m the PLUME
Starting great conversations.

Apparently, the
average human
attention span
is 8.25 seconds...

It’s 6am, it’s
Monday, and
there’s no time
to snooze...

I keep the
news close
to home.

Strong flavours continued

Our campaign celebrated the diverse ways of communicating
– from quick bites to in-depth articles.
There were plenty of fun teasers to shift away from the ordinary.

‘Beautiful layout,
fantastic content,
way to go!’

Images
- Personality posters for the expanded
plume identifiers

Our full-channel launch included emails, posters, banners
and videos to show Hershey’s people how to find, use and
contribute information. As the news spread it was fantastic
to hear stories from behind the scenes through our network
of employee reporters, aka Hershey’s ‘citizen journalists’.
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The Plume
communications network

Sweet rewards

The campaign really took hold. We saw an increase in open
and read rates, and high engagement with the channels.
The community of employee reporters continues to grow.
85% of Hershey’s people have said that The Plume has
made it easier to find relevant news and information
(feedback has been so good it’s made us blush).
And there’s more to come, including a new podcast
launching later this year. The story continues…
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